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Strategic Frame Analysis Pursues 
These Questions

• How do people understand an issue - and how do 
patterns of thinking shape opinions? 

“?” • How can we anticipate these expectations to more 
effectively frame communications to inform the public?

• How can we use potent frame elements—e.g., values, tone, 
solutions, or metaphors—to help our communications get 
through as intended?



FrameWorks Studies That Informed 
Climate + Health Tools

• People, Polar Bears, and the Potato Salad: Mapping the Gaps Between Expert and Public 
Understandings of Environmental Health.

• Just the Earth Doing Its Thing: Mapping the Gaps between Expert and Public 
Understandings of Ocean and Climate Change.

• The Value of Explanation: Using Values and Causal Explanations to Reframe Climate and 
Ocean Change.

• Using Values to Building Public Understanding and Support for Environmental Health Work. 

• Getting to the Heart of the Matter: Using Metaphorical and Causal Explanation to Increase 
Understanding of Ocean and Climate Change.

• Talking Environmental Health: A FrameWorks MessageMemo. 



FrameWorks explored how the 
public models climate and health
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• Climate confusion. Public doesn’t understand basic mechanism of climate change.

• Short list of impacts. Public associates a few negative impacts with climate change - 
changes in weather patterns, and damage to Arctic habitats.

• Health Individualism as Cause and Solution. Public assumes good health is caused 
by good lifestyle choices, and bad health by poor lifestyle choices—contextual 
dimensions hard to see. People assign responsibility for improving health to 
individuals, and struggle to think of public health measures that could affect 
health. 

• Fear and Fatalism. Public defaults to overwhelmed sense of impending disaster and 
does not see issue as addressable. 



Communications Challenge: 
Climate Confusion

Reframing Solution: 
Teach the Basic Mechanism with Heat 

Trapping Blanket



• Explanation starts with fossil fuels

• Uses simple, “sticky” analogy of a blanket 

• Ends with “disruption,” not just “warming”



Communications Challenge: 
Short List of Impacts

Reframing Solution: 
Explain What Affects What



storms damp buildings mold breathing problems

Sentence 
titling is 

explanatory
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Communications Challenge: 
Health Individualism

Reframing Solution: 
Foreground Public Health Measures and 

Set Scope at Collective Level





Communications Challenge: 
Fear and Fatalism

Reframing Solution: 
Build Sense of Efficacy, Not Just Urgency
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• Lots of Values cues throughout the sheets build a sense of “can-do.”  The frame 
elements of Protection and Responsible Management boost public’s appraisal of 
the issue’s importance and our ability to address it.

• Curated lists of impacts establish the problem without cueing “Crisis Thinking.”  Short 
sets of impacts were worded to foreground the nature of the problem rather 
than to emphasize the extent of it.

• Scale of recommended Solutions matches the scale of the problem. By focusing on 
policy-level steps, the framing offers steps that feel “big enough” to tackle a 
problem that is global in nature. The space dedicated to Solutions is equal to, or 
greater than, the space dedicated to negative health impacts.



ADVANCEAVOID

Fossil fuels emit heat-trapping gases

This is about protecting humans from harm

Explanations of how cause leads to effect

Here’s what a prepared society looks like

Leaving climate change unexplained

This is about public health

Lists of everything that could go wrong

Here’s what you can do to protect yourself
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